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Reaction-Diffusion Model of Somite Segmentation 





There are a wide variety of spatiかtemporalpatterns in nature that appear in a selιorganizing 
manner， such as the morphogenesis during the development and the skin patterns of mature an-
irnals. Since Turing proposed an epoch-making idea that morphogens self-organize into patterns 
based on the reaction-diffusion system in 1952， pattern formation based on reaction-diffusion 
systems has been extensively studied (see e.g. [2]). 
Here， we focus on the dynamic process of morphogens in the somite genesis of vertebrate 
animals， where the expression of a gene sweeps across the presomitic mesoderm (PSM)仕om
the posterior end toward the anterior end like a wave propagation (se. e.g. [1]). The gene-
expr弘弓ionis periodically generated at the posterior end of the PSM， where a sかcalled"molecular 
oscillator" is working [1]. As the wave comes close to the anterior end， itgradually decreases its 
speed， shrinks its thickness and finally gets stabilized. 
In order to understand these curious behaviors of the ge肋 expression(oscillation and wave 
propaga抗tiめon仏 wepresent a simple reaction-diffusion model， including two hypothetical sub-
stances which act as a oscillator and another material which controls or interacts with the 
oscillatory proc田s，and demonstrate how the periodic pattern can be generated with the com-
bination of the oscillation and the propagation. Based on this simple model， we will also discuss 
some physical aspects which would be free仕omthe details in molecular reactions， such as the 
e百'ectivelength of the interaction among the neighboring cels. 
As a hypothetical model which describes the characteristics in somite genesis above， we 




f(u，v) = H(u一 α)-v， 
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where u and v are the concentration of activator and inhibitor respectively. The terms 7;-1 {f(仏り)-
αu} and 7i1{g(u，v) -ω} are the reaction terms which are based on a sかcalled"activator四
inhibitor system'う (seee.g. [2]).ηand γ"2 are the time constants which measure the character司
istic time scales of the local reaction kinetics of u and v， respectively. The function H ( u-α) is 
the Heaviside step function with the threshold α. Du and Dv are the reaction coefficients of u 
and v， respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the results of the numerical simulations based on Eqs. 1， which is composed 
of the spatiかtemporalprofiles together with schematic drawings on the manner of the wave 
propagations in on←dimensional reaction-diffusion fields. In Fig. l(a)， the kinetic parameter γ 
is given so as to have a spatial gradient. In Fig. l(a)， a wave triggered at the left boundary 
propagates in the right direction， reducing its speed and thickness， and finally stands on a certain 
point. The standing wave does not vanish when it stops. In Fig. l(b)， inorder to take the 
growth of the embryo into consideration， the kinetic parameter γis taken to depend not only on 
space but also on time. In Fig. 1 (b)， a series of waves are periodically triggered at a oscillatory 
region at the left end， which moves into the left direction at a constant speed. It is clear that 
the the wave train forms a stationary， periodic structure in Fig. 1 (b) 
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Figure 1: Spatiかtemporalprofiles together with schematic drawings on the manner of wave 
propagation in the numerical simulations. (a)The kinetic parameter γis given so as to have 
a spatial gradient， and a wave triggered at the left boundary propagates in the left direction， 
decreasing its speed and thickness， and finally stands on a certain point. (b )In order to take the 
growth of the embryo into consideration， the kinetic parameter γis taken to depend not only 
on space but also on time. A wave train makes a static， periodic structure. 
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